Introduction
We value your trust and do our best to make sure that all the information you share with us is 100%
safe. In this policy we want to tell you what we do to protect your information. Read it carefully, please,
and remember that this policy only applies to Brainberry’s Website. Other websites may have
completely different policies. In this Privacy Policy “the Website”, “We”, or “Our” is referred to
Brainberry; “the User”, “the Visitor”, “You” or “Yours” is referred to a person or people who use our
Website.
We reserve the right to amend this policy at any time. We will announce any changes on our Website.
Users and clients understand that they are bound by these changes as soon as they are published on our
site.
What kind of information we gather and why
We only collect the information that will help us make your user experience with our Website better.
The amount of it is restricted by this policy. It is:



The information we get from your use of the Website (country or state of visitor, IP-address,
information about used browser, date and time of access, number of clicks, etc.)
The information you share with us, such as contact information that you may leave if you want
us to get in touch with you.

By using our Website you agree to the collection and use of your data in a way that is described in this
Privacy Policy.
Disclosure of information
We do our best to protect users’ information from disclosing to any third party, unless we have their
written permission to do it. There are exceptions, however. If we receive requests or subpoenas from
law enforcement agencies for information about a specific visitor, we will disclose what information we
have. Further, if we believe that a client is engaging in unlawful behavior through the use of our IT
services, we will report such behavior, along with personal information, to local, regional, national
and/or international law enforcement officials. We cannot guarantee the full security of computers or
computer systems as clients use them to contact us and to place orders. A client’s computer use may be
monitored by third parties of which we are unaware and over which we have no control. We cannot
guarantee that client information may not be breached during the project development. Especially
when a client is connecting with us from another country, we cannot guarantee the security of any client
system used to do business with us. You disclose all the personal information at your own risk. Also if
you use our Website from a different country, your emails to us may be directed to a server outside
your own country. Internet communications are not always secure.

Links to other websites
At our Website you will find products or contents of other companies or links to other third parties. We
check them, but cannot guarantee their security. We are not responsible for their content or legal
compliance, so make sure you read their policies before sharing any personal data with them.
Cookies
Some of your information is gathered automatically as you surf the Website and some you may provide
by your own will. It is information that helps us identify you or your account, so-called “cookies”. We do
use cookies on our site, and we do collect anonymous information as visitors access our site for
information. This collection includes such things as the type of browsers use, the pages visited, and the
time spent both on pages and on our Website as a whole. All of this information is anonymous and is
used to improve our site and the services we offer to our clients, and we never share them with any
third party. We also use session cookies, which are not collected. We remove them when you turn off
the computer or simply close the browser. If you disable use of cookies, it may affect your overall user
experience while on our Website.
Children
Our Website is not for use of minor children who are under the age of 13. At the same time, we cannot
control the age information that a user may provide. If we suspect or if we are alerted that a child under
the age of 13 has become a user, we will immediately delete that information and require parental
permission for such use.
Changing your information or deleting it
Should any user or client wish to be removed from our database, they need only contact us with that
request. Users can also opt out of receiving any of our communications or notifications, and the
methods for this are contained therein.
If a client needs to correct or revise any personal information, they should also contact us via email
info@brainberry.ua and we will do it.
Acceptance of policy
By making use of our company website in any fashion, a visitor or client automatically agrees to the
terms of this Privacy Policy. If there are questions or need for clarification regarding any terms of this
policy, we urge you to contact our customer service department.

